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Goa, the smallest state in India is charismatic as well as attractive beach destination in India.
Enfolded with magnetizing beaches, ancient temples & churches, great markets, wonderful resorts,
Goa is an absolute must-see travel destination. Although, beaches are its topmost feature, but one
can also have different glimpses of other enchanting places in Goa. Moreover, it has several
colonial buildings, representing extra-ordinary art & architecture of Portuguese, once lived here for
centuries. Read complete information about Goa beaches as listed below:

Calangute

One of the hotspot beaches, Calangute is visited by countless tourists in a year. Also referred as the
'Queen of Beaches', this beach lies in North Goa which was discovered by hippies during ancient
late sixties century. This beach is a paradise for those people who come here for their romantic
honeymoon. Here, one finds clear water which enables you to do swimming, sun basking and wind
surfing. Apart from enjoying several water sports, this beach offers you a delicious dinner at its
nearby restaurants.

Baga

A gateway to heaven, Baga is another favorite beachside in Goa which is frequently visited by
vacationers from India and other parts of the world. Widely noted for its exciting water sports, Baga
with its crystalline sea water allows the tourists to do swimming, scuba diving, Para sailing and
many alike. A jet-ski ride is a special attraction of Baga that you would hardly miss out. Due to its
picturesque sightseeing, Baga has been chosen as a perfect location for Bollywood movie shooting.

Candolim

Seeking out for an ideal location for non-water games in Goa? If yes, the Candolim Beach is the
perfect place to visit. The white sand dunes of this beach facilitate the tourists to play Volleyball and
Basketball at the edge of the sea. Walk at white sands and take a romantic walk will take you away
from your stressful world for a minute. The most interesting part of this beach is fishing amidst the
rhythmic sounds of the ocean waves. While visiting to this beach, donâ€™t miss to take a boat ride that
offers you beautiful sunset to capture in the middle of sea.

Dona Paula

Your Goa beach tour cannot be accomplished without a visit to Dona Paula. Globally marked as
â€œhoneymoon paradiseâ€•, this beach offers excellent facilities of water activities to adventure lovers.
However, a large number of water sports enthusiasts would prefer to visit here in all over the year.
At this beach, you will view the merger of Zuari and Mandov rivers that offers a tremendous
viewpoint of the Marmagao Harbour. Besides it, Colva Beach, Anjuna Beach, Benaulim, Arambol,
Palolem are the other pleasant beach destinations in Goa.
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